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www.clelianheights.org
Dear Friends of Clelian Heights,

We are pleased to present our 2017-2018 Annual Gratitude Report to you. We are so appreciative of all that you have done to make this year financially successful for us; more than that, we are grateful for your friendship and for the prayers, thoughts and good wishes that accompany your generous donations. We are well aware that you have choices when you have the opportunity to give, and we are so pleased that you continue to think of us when you make those choices. No matter how great or small your gifts to us have been, they are a reflection of your desire to be part of the mission here at Clelian Heights and your desire to assist our students and adults as they thrive in the programs we have designed for them. The growth and progress we are privileged to witness each day demonstrate the tremendous efforts made to master tasks that may seem easy to some but reflect so much concentrated thought and attention that many of us might not be able to sustain. We are deeply grateful that, because of your support, we are able to challenge each of our precious charges and to provide the staff, equipment and materials that are needed to foster growth and progress in each individual.

We invite you to review our Annual Report carefully; the facts and figures tell one part of the story that is Clelian Heights. Look carefully at the beautiful pictures that tell the other part of our story, the part that illustrates the pride, happiness and enthusiasm with which our students and clients tackle each task, each day. Without your assistance, none of what you see would be possible!

Your generosity is living proof that we are all connected, all part of each other’s story and all responsible for each other. Thank you for sharing in our daily lives, for sharing in all that we accomplish here each day, for caring for those who are often overlooked or underestimated by society. In this year when we are celebrating the Beatification of our Foundress, Mother Clelia Merloni, for whom Clelian Heights is named, be assured of our special prayers for you and for your families. May she, who had a deep love for the poor and the marginalized, bless you and draw you ever closer to the Sacred Heart of Jesus, the source of our strength and compassion.

Sincerely,
Sister Deborah Lopez, ASCJ
Executive Director
Your gifts have given us so many opportunities to learn and grow. We are very grateful!

ESY - Extended School Year - a time of learning, venturing forth, and outdoor activities...

Family BBQ...

Day of Caring and Uncommon Week-end...
Fall and Halloween Fun... The Christmas Performance... Santa arrives by helicopter...
Learning new things every day...
Sports and Special Olympics...
Our Adults...At Work, at play, at leisure, active in the community, enjoying friends & life!
Our Adults... At Work, at play, at leisure, active in the community, enjoying friends & life!
* All or a portion of the total gift is through the United Way Donor Option

# All or a portion of the total gift through Employers Matching Gift Program

† Deceased

Clelian Legacy Club
($25,000 +)
Anonymous (2)
Maureen Krautz
Anne Paolino†

Clelian Directors Club
($10,000 to $24,999)
Anonymous
Alice Bartone†
Clelian Heights Friends

Clelian Leaders Club
($5,000-$9,999)
Allegheny Paper Shredders
Nelson Berardinelli, DMD
Howard and Maryann DePalma Burnett
Chuck and Sue Turner
Knights of Columbus Councils of the Greensburg Diocesan Chapter:
Fr. Gilbert Straub Council #8452
Greensburg Council #1480
Daniel P. Nolan Council #940
Perrysopolis Council #4427
Saint Vincent Assembly #918
Manordale Valley Council #4226
St. Barbara Council #14078
Council #15373

Clelian Partners Club
($3,000 - $4,999)
Anonymous
Fred Joyce

Clelian Guardians Club
($1,000 - $2,999)
Anonymous (4) (1*)
Bill and Hermoine Balph
Ben and Ellie Bernacchi
Carl Bruno
Dr. Harumi Burns
Annetta and Harry Carney
Carpenter Technology Corporation - Latrobe Specialty Metals
Cleaveland/Price Inc.
John and Tammy Cox
Jonathan Davis
Charles† and Cecilia Decker
Cameron and Christine Frund
Lauretta Gordon
Robert and Barbara Kepple
Ed and Mary Ann Klineker
Kiwanis Club of Greensburg
La Prima Espresso Co., Inc.
Dr. Greg and Krista Lauro
James Leeper
Ralph and Donna Liberatore
Dr. and Mrs. Lindenfeldar
John McGinley
John and Beth Meier

Clelian Heights Sponsors Club
($500 - $999)
Anonymous (5)
Acme Providers Inc
Jim and Pat Blahovec
James and Clare Budd
Kathleen Collins
Bob Culler
Carol Durco
Frank Farzati , Jr.
Doris Gabrielson
Richard and Dawn Germano
Dan and Karen Harrer
Terry and Lorrie Heeter
Hillview Motors Employees
Rev. Msgr. Thomas J. Klinzing
Knights of Columbus Mon Valley Chapter
Beverly Kosor
Margaret Krystyniak
Rodger and Nancy Lewis
Lions Club of Bushy Run
Lions Club of Delmont
James and Jackie Lopez
Terry and Phyllis Maher
Rudy and Pat Mangini
James and Kathie McClintock
Joe Mediate

Clelian Heights Supporters Club
($250 - $499)
Anonymous (2)
Mark and Romaine Abramovic
Allegheny Valley Agency Inc.
Alwine Community Civic Association
Josephine Arena Holt
Sue Baker
BARU, Inc., dba Dunkin' Donuts
Joel† and Beryl Beier
Ray and Rosalie Blehar
Gwen Blystone
Gene and Barbara Brilhart
Andrew Bruno
Catherine Cartwright*
Todd and Pam* Caughey
Oliver† and Rose Marie Christner
Mary Costello
Shawn and Sonya Curren

Pam and Joe Policastro, Sr.
Pat Policastro
Joseph* and Lisa Rizza
Sally Sandzimier
Johnna Sleith
David and Brenda Slezak
Kate Splendore
Renee Stevenson*
Bill† and Patricia† Thomas
TracyCo
Mark and Joyce Trew
Chantal Trice
Sally and Frank Vozel, Jr.
John Wohlin, Esq.
Frances Wolf
Drs. Victoria and Ben Woshner
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Chris and Rose Davis
Lawrence Demangone
Ron and Ida Dezzutti
Janet DiLonardo
George Duffey
James and Darlene Evans
Excela Health Employees
Rita Faulk
Joseph and Lenora Fiore
Bob and Diana Fisher
Jeffrey and Celeste Flock
Roger Flock
Terri Frund
Lori and Manuel Gardea
Richard and Mary Jo Gasperini
Dorothy Gaydos
General Products & Supply Inc.
Rev. Carl Gentile
Dr. George and Janet Gilmore
Grandis, Rubin, Shanahan & Associates
Mary Beth Guidi
Bob and Pat Guidi
Jay and Lynne Hawkins
InsulRight US Spray Systems Inc
Intech Solutions, Inc.
Mark Suman
Jay and Mary Lou Tarara
Teamsters Local Union #30
Mary Ann Tietjens
Westmoreland Gymnastic School, Inc.
Mary Ann Williams
ISDA-Dante Alighieri Lodge 244
Thomas and Carlyn Jameson
Kearney Insurance Agency
Joe and Pat Kmetz
Michelle Lagnese

Holly Lape
Yvonne Levic
Robert and Debra Lezanic
Roman Malloy
Tom and Marcie Marhefska
Barbara Martin Martin
Thad and Joyce McKenzie
Stacia and Henry Miaskiewicz
William and Roseann Mohler
Jerry and Tracy Moore
Bob and Margaret Nicholson
Mark* and Lyn Null
Ron and Marian Opatka
Operating Engineers Local #66
Vince Packrone
John Papp
Joachim Peilert
Rev. Peter Peretti, Jr.
James Pierotti
Michael Policastro
Polish Brotherhood of the White Eagle
Gerald and Cheryl Popovec
Quadrant EPP USA Inc.
Rev. Msgr. William Rathgeb
Renal & Electrolyte Associates Inc.
Valerie Robinson
Bill Ruffner
Sarnelli’s Market
Robert† and Elaine Semenko
Thomas and Dori Sierra
Richard and Vicki Shaheen
Jack and Mildred Shrum
Joan and Jacob Silvis III
Speer Street Grill Inc.
Betsy Spurrier
St. Agnes Church Christian Mothers 
and Ladies Guild
Tony and Kate Steratore

John Stevens, Jr.
The Clelian Friends Club
($100 - $249)
Anonymous
Allegheny Records Destruction
Richard and Patricia Almes
William and Lori Altman
Jeanne and Noreen Alvarez
Noreen Alvarez
Dot Alwine
Maggie Anthony
Apostles of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
Sacred Heart Manor
Apostles of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
Clelian House
Apostles of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
Mary Mother of the Church
Terri and Mike Aquilina , Jr.
Bruce and Darlene Argall
Roger Aubrey
Ronald Bachowski
Paul Bergstrom
Bart Bernacchi
Dr. Dennis and Lydia Blasiole
Jerome Boger
Frank Bono
Kathy Boyle
Betsy Boyle
Duane and Pamela Bruno
Marc and Mary Jean Bryan
Dave and Cathy Burkarett , Jr.
Bushy Run Pharmacy Inc.
Deanna Buterbaugh
Edgar Camp , Jr.
Ray and Lisa Campbell
Robert and Eileen Carney
Michael Carr
Louise Castiglione

CCL Technologies
Juan and Yina Chahin
Jim and Cathy Chew
Andy Chopp
Rosalie Chuberko
Walter Coleman IV
Mary Ellen Condon
Edward and Sara Connolly
Richard Contic
Jonni and Ron Cook
Robert and Maureen Corcoran
Dorothy Cousins
Nanette Cristiano†
Crosby Garage Door Company
Stanley and Carol Crump
David and Susan Crunk
Curly Willow Flowers & Gifts, Inc.
Joyce Damico
Nathan and Sarah Darazio
Jay and Lorie Davis
Rob and Tama DeMaio
Lawrence and Bonnie DeNino
Gwen Diddle
Lena Dilonardo
Guy DiPaolo
Ann DiRado
James Dunn
Richard and Mary Lou Durr
EDM Services
Vera Eisaman
David and Geraldine Fabery
John and Jacqueline Fawcett
Jim and Dorie Fuchs
David* and Raissa Federline
Veronica Furr
Dr. Paul and Molly Gabos
Lisa Gardina
James Garrubba
The Clelian Friends Club Cont.
($100 - $249)
Louis W Gaussa, Jr.
David and Sharon Gawaluck
Sylvia Getty
Donald and Connie Gipson
Richard Girard
Greater Westmoreland County Labor Council
Donald and Vickie Green
John Greiner
Albert and Camala Grillo
Suzanne and Michael Grubisa Jr
G. J. and Bonnie Guz
Dan and Jackie Gyure
Gary and Carol Haag
Eugene Hall
Richard and Johnna Hall
James Hallett
Dewey and Alicia Harter
Donald and Sally Hayward
Hempfield Twp. Roosevelt Club
Drs. Michael and Elizabeth Hepler-Smith
Joanne Hervol*
Sherri Hilbert
Mong-Thu Hoang
Tracey Hoffer
David and Barbara Hoffman
Hoffman Insurance Agency
Elverda Holtz
Vicki Horne, Esq.
Werner and Celeste Hort
Joseph Hovanes, Jr.
Christine Hunter
Invisible Fence Company of Pittsburgh
Ron and Kathy Johnson
Jacque Johnston
Joseph M Faris Distributor Inc.
Knights of Columbus PA West District
Carol and Albert Kave, Jr.
James and Patricia Kelly
Joelle Kemerer-Archer
Jim and Cindy Kepins*
Kurt and Amy Kimmich
Michael and Nancy Kreeger
Mark and Kathryn Krystyniak
Eugenia Kublick
Thomas Kuhns
Michael and Frances Kutzer
Dale and Darlene Latimer
Thomas and Mary Ann Lee
Lance and Janet Lehnert
Cole and Bernadette Lepold
Jeffrey and Peggy Levin
Lions Club of Youngwood
Paul Lombardi
Gary and Cathy Love
Dr. James Lynch
Tom and Janice Magnavita
Jack Mancuso
Richard and Joan Maresh
Joseph Markosek
Marie Martin
Sandy Martin
Cheryl Matthews
Anne Matuszkowitz
Robert Mazgaj
Steve and Cynthia McAneny
Debbie McDivitt
Susan McDonough
Walter and Ella McDougall
Gerard and Rita McElhinny
John McGrath
Danielle McGuire
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick E. McGuire
James and Betty Ann McHugh
James and Susan McLaughlin
Matthew Meier
Patrick and Marianne Merlino
Ted and Cathy Meyer
Diane Miller
Don and Madelyn Miller
Marilyn and Robert Milligan, Jr.
Brian and Kathleen Molinaro
John and Anne Morgenstern
Carmella Morris
Rebecca Moyes
Brian Murphy
Barry and Barbara Nelson
Patrick and Annette Nelson
John and Mary Ann Neubert
Tom and Carol Niggel
Jay and Carol Ober
Opsitnick Carpentry
Wilma Ornduff
Margie Palmer
Dr. Joseph Pasquino
Richard and Carol Patterson
Debbie Pavetti
John Peck, Esq.
Margot Perot
William and Pamela Pershing
Rev. John Petrarulo
Tony Petrosky, Jr.
Richard Platt
Polish Falcons Nest #147
Dr. Leonard and Kathryn Poliziani, Jr.
Teresa Poole
Frank and Constance Posega
Evelyn Regola
Robert and Irene Ridilla
Greg and Maria Riley
Paul and Diane Riva
Donald and Judith Rivardo
Frank and Elaine Rizzi
Rotary Club of Greensburg #5228
Keith† and Beverly Rubright
Don and Lois Ruschak
George and Myrna Ryden
Donald and Marlene Salada
Deborah Salvatore
Steve† and Marge Samek
Matthew and Maxine Sarneso
Joseph and Gloria Sbaffoni
Patricia Scarfariello
Dennis and Hope Schilling
Carl and Rose Severini
James and Patricia Sheahan
George and Dolores Shuckhart
Jeffrey and Sandra Shula
Rev. Michael Sikon
Thomas and Denise Silvano
Sisters of Charity at Seton Hill
David and Stacy Skarja
Mel and Barb Sleith
Randi Smail
Douglas Smith
Michael and Helen Smith
Chet and Anita Smolenaski
Charles and Lois Snowden
Ralph and Catherine Sotak
Kathleen Spacht
Annmarie Stackiewicz
St. Mary of Czestochowa Christian Mothers & Ladies Aid Society
State Farm Insurance
John and Judith Stevenson
Max and Patricia Stone
Daryl and Marge Stough
John Studeny, Sr.
Andrew Taddei, Jr.
Mike and Cynthia Tedesco
Joan Thomassey
The Clelian Friends Club Cont.
($100 - $249)
Philomena Tillman
John and Sherri Tollari
Treasurer of Westmoreland County
Trinity United Church of Christ
David Twigger
Nancy Uranker
Bernadette Urban
Vaia Funeral Home, Inc.
C.J. and Kathy Valero
Dr. Jack and Sarah Vandevisse
John Varosacak
Joe and Cindy Verzino
James Vesco
Ralph and Mary Villiotti
James and Patricia Walko
Watson Chevrolet
Watt’s Truck Center
John Weinhofer, Sr.
Lauren West
David and Marcy Whirlow
Dr. Dave and Kim Whiteman
Shirley Whittier
Margaret Williams
Jim Wilson
Maryann Wiser
Anne Wuenschel
Joy and Adam Yoder
Kathy Jo Yorio
Patty and Bob Yurko
Caroline Yurky-Parrish
Sabena Alesius
Bernard and Elise Alfer
Patricia Anderson
Apostles of the Sacred Heart of Jesus
Sacred Heart on the Lake
Associates in Family Health Care, Inc.
Doris Ayoob
Mark and Kathy Baker
Dr. and Mrs. Balash
Henrietta Balcerek
Ronald † and Barbara Balcerek
Jim and Pat Baldauf
Cindy Bandura
Anna Baric
Patricia and Warren Barkell, Jr.
Paul and Kathleen Barthmaier
Craig and Donna Bates
Melissa Beck
Mirta Bekoe
Paul Bell Jr
Gary and Dolores Benson
Don and Betty Berardino
Berkepile Insurance Agency, Inc
Bernard Berry
David and Michele Berthelsen
Edward and Mary Lou Bick
Jeff and Anna Marie Bigi
Nicole Bigi
Greg and Teri Binduga
Jim and Ellen Blackburn
Cheryl Blair*
Robert and Linda Bloomberg
Rev. Daniel Blout
Betty Boggio
Michael and Theresa Bove
Carole Bowman
Judy Boyce
Kathy and Walter Brown, Jr.
Betty and Peter Brumberg
Tom and Judith Brunner
Mark and Valerie Buraczewski
Michele Buraczewski
Ruth Burford
John and Judy Caccamese
Ronald and Aurelia Cambell
Kathleen Campbell
Shirley Carr
John and Miranda Carretta
Diana and Louis Catalano, Jr.
Roy and Gloria Cavada
Roger and Marisa Cazden
Mike Celenza
Gary and Patty Celli
Joan Chiea
Gaston and Patricia Choiniere
Mary Jane Clark
Amy Clayton
Mark Close
Lisa Coder
Bill Coles
Thomas Comptaron
Mary Ellen Condon
Rich and Maggie Contestabile
Jeffrey and Sherri Coons
Ruth E. Corbin Corbin
John and Dolores Cordera
Cynthia and Mark Corey
Criss Crider
Joanne Crosby
Kris Cypak
Joseph and Ruth D’Agostino
Michael and Jeanne Dandrea
Rev. Thom Dansak
Carol Darold
Jeff and Jenn Davis
Wayne and Parletta Davis
Barbara and Bill Davis, Jr.
Mary Ann DeAngelo
Vincent DeBridge
Jerry and Chic DeFabro Sr.
Delisi, Keenan & Associates, P.C.
Julie and Joseph Demangone III
Dennis Piper & Associates
Darrin DeSantis
Alex and Josephine DiBiasio
Connie DiCicco
Jeanne and Angela Dippolito
Christopher and Theresa Dixon
Michael and Suzanne Dominick
Donahue’s Heating and Cooling
Robert and Anita Dopkosky
Timothy and Catherine Driscoll
Deborah Duke
Charles and Sally Durbiano
Michael and Kathleen Emmert
Louise Esposito
John Euker
Ron Everett
John and Martha Fabry
Arlene Fatalino
Marilyn Fawcett
Richard Feals
Timothy Fedele, Esq.
Helene Ferchak
Christine Ferrari
Bob and Debra Fielder
Melissa Fligger
Rick & Donna Fontana
Gene Forish
Ron and Donna Forys
Greg and Elise Francken
Elizabeth Franks
Shannon and Russ Freed
Anonymous (5)
James and Lydia Agona
William Albright
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Felicia Freger
Joseph and Patricia Freiland
Mary Fry
Rose Galaski
Deborah Gardner
Jason and Lindsay Garner
Ron and Marsha Garner
Grafton Integrated Health Network
Alex Grubisa
Bill and Victoria Green
Patrick and Janet Greenawalt
Edward and Norma Gromek
John and Karrie Gutwald
Marianne Haberstroh
Kathy Hager
Doris Hampton
Janet and Thomas Hankinson III
Jim and Nancy Harris, Esq.
George and Carol Hay
Jim Hays
Hempfield Area Education Association
Stacy Henahan
Joanne Hersberger
Donald Hillery
Henry and Kathie Hoffer
Steve and Mary Ellen Hoffman
Paul and Patty Hollinger
Jim Holmes, Jr.
Raymond and Theresa Holoman
Janice Holtz
Robert and Elizabeth Homick
Joanne Hoover
Helen Horvath
Donald and Kathryn Hoyle
Roy Hoyle
Beth Ann Iezzi
Bill and Gisela Iglesias
Dorothy Johnston
Thomas G Johnston*
Robert and Jane Jones
Lynn Karlo
William and Madelyn* Keller
Kelley's Pizzeria
John Kemerer
Gina Kisel
Gerald Knouse
Judy Komarinski
Ted Kopas*
Susan Kosko
Nick Kosor, Jr.
Brian and Carol Krupar
Barry and Amy Kubas
Dennis and Carol Kubic
Antonio Labra*
Al and Marsha LaCamera
Robert and Betty Lou Lamers
Jim and Monica Lamison
Roger and Patricia Lapson
Linda Lazzaro
Elizabeth Leary
Jan Lendl
Jennifer M. Lennon*
John and Judy Lesnick
Shari and Keith Lewis
Bob Likar
Deborah and Timothy Liprando
John Lobritz
Audrey Lohr
Jerry and Judy Lonergan
David and Melissa Lorenzi
Sarah Loughran
Marcia Macey
Joseph Madonna
Maria Mager
Susan Mallah
Marie H. Fisher and Sue A. Hoffer
Dennis and Christy Marinelli
James and Bridget Marsolo
Jim and Joetta Martin
Eugene and Mona Marzullo
Debra and Mark† Maszgaj
Betty Matson
Marlene and Wesley† Maust
Roberta McConnell
Joe and Betty McCormick
Ruth McDonald
Bina McFall
Brian McGinley
Mark and Patty McGinley
Nancy McIlhattan*
Thomas and Karin McKay
McKeensport Umpires Association
Rick and Colleen McWilliams
Susan Messer
Kimberley Metzgar
Theresa Miaskiewicz
Donna Miller
Marie Miller
Richard Miska
Scott and Kathleen Moore
Tim and Cheri Moreau
Joseph Mosso
Dennis and Mary Murphy
Mary Murphy
Murray Auto Electric & Radio Communications Inc
Nancy Dreskler and Sandra Frey
Michael and Rebecca Nessler
Gary and Amy Newhouse
Michael Nicolai
Sally Ann and Albert Novak, Jr.
Sherrill Ogle
Old Route 66 Grille
Olga’s Office Supply
Patricia Olmer
Dan Orange
Helen Osikowicz
Aldo and Emilia Pacchioni
Genevieve Panigall
Andrew and Carol Paskovitch
Henry and Constance Paulich
Peggi Pedersen
Ms. Patricia Peterinelli
Patricia Peterson
Michael Petrosky
Jack Phinney
Mary Plank
Joseph Poletini
L.R. and S.D. Pollock
James Potlas
Lonnie and Elenoar Prah
Judith Radocaj
Ann and Robert Randolph, Jr.
Rainier's Pharmacy, Inc
David Ratkus
Joe and Rosann Rebo
Fred and Mary Ann Reitano
Leonard and Mary Ridilla
Ellen Ritenour
Mr. & Mrs. Rosatti
John and Mary Rosick
William and Candice Rostan
Catherine Rowe
Rebecca Russell
S&T Bank
Bill and Nancy Sabatos
Dennis and Donna Saddler
Marion† and Josephine Sandzimier
Cheryl Santori Smith
John Santucci
The Clelian Donors Club Cont. ($26 - $99)
Julie and Joe Sartori, Jr.
Lesley Saxby
Andrea Shafran*
Marie Schietroma
Dr. Juliane Sees
Jay and Marie Selia
Sentric, Inc.
Joe and Sandy Sgriccia
Jack and Evelyn Sharbaugh
Carol and Thomas Shively, Sr.
Marty and Scott Shoemaker
William and Patricia Sims
Jeffrey and Michelle Singer
Carol Skarja
Steven and Jacklyn Slakey
Ellen and Bud Small, Jr.
Louise Smith

Stephen Smith
Patricia Smiy
Cathy Spiegel*
Terry and Dana Stevenson
Sharon Stewart
Amber Stuvor
Mark Stofcik
Cindy Strayer
Laurence and Shirley Streff
Chuck and Nancy Sychnula
Jerry and Anna Suman
Jonathan and Christina Sutter
Gregory and Sandra Sutton
Richie Swonger
Francis* and Jeanne Sylvester
Bob and Donna Szczepamkowski
Gerald and Janet Szekely
Ron Tarosky
Ann Tenney
Barry and Karla Terney

Peggy Thiry
Harry and Catherine Thorburn
Michael and Joanne Thornburg
Daniel and Catherine Topley
Michel and Beverly Toret
Joanne Torruiso
Susan and David Trout
Earl and Gerri Truxal
Stephanie and Todd Turin, Esq.
Mark Urban
Vandegrift Festa Italiano Inc.
Bob and Wendy Veshosky
Candice M. Vilaj*
Marcia Walsh
Thomas Wandrisco
Thomas and Vivian Watkins
Watters Bros. Drug Store Inc.
Christopher and Susanne Weiland
Ron Weisser

West Point Faculty
Ray and Robin Weyandt
Sam White, CPA
Chris and Dale Williams
Howard and Maryann Williams
Steven Williams
Elaine Wilt
Cynthia and Leonard Wittman, Jr.
Joseph and Patricia Wojnar
Tammy Worthington
Reva Yeager
Cecelia Yurack
John and Peggy Yurky
John and Janet Zahorchak
Rick and Chris Zappone
John Zotter
Mary Zurich

Your gifts are the water that daily nourishes my growth and the rich soil that gives me promise of a strong and hopeful future.
Thank YOU!

www.clelianheights.org
The mission of Clelian Heights is to provide spiritual, educational, and vocational programs for children and adults with intellectual/developmental disabilities that enhance their quality of life and maximize their potential for independent living.

The vision of Clelian Heights is an atmosphere of choice, mutual acceptance, respect, and love that will make a lasting difference in the lives of persons with intellectual/developmental disabilities.

Clelian Heights offers services to all without discrimination on the basis of race, color, age, religious creed, disability, ancestry, gender, or national origin.

Clelian Heights can receive United Way Campaign donations. On the pledge form list, use United Way Designation #403. Write in our address:

Clelian Heights, 135 Clelian Heights Ln
Greensburg, PA 15601, 724-837-8120 or visit www.clelianheights.org.

Through the generosity of your gifts, grants, and support of our fund-raising events during 2017-2018, we were able to improve our educational and vocational programs and complete projects that have made an important difference for our children and adults. Thank you!
Remembering the special times...Prom and Graduation...